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Research Question:  What is the crash difference between 
objects onto a moon’s surface impact and will it affect the 
distance of the ejecta rays created? Will the difference from 
the object's size and shape matter?
Hypothesis: Considering the moon’s surface assimilation, if 
you drop a marble to a rock at the same height will the ejecta 
rays from the craters differ in size because the marbles are 
smooth and strong while the rock is sharp edged, which may 
result in longer ejecta rays.

Methodology: 
● You first prepare the moon's sub surface. To recreate the 

moon’s surface you sift in 1 inch of flour in the cake 
pan/metal sheet. 

● Next you add the sprinklers to bury them for the effect of 
rocks on the moon's surface. 

● Then sift in a light layer of cocoa powder for the outer 
surface moon layer. Now you have crafted the moon’s 
surface 

● Step 4: You then are ready to drop the two different objects 
at the same height 7 inches above, and you see the 
difference in distance of the ejecta rays

●  Measure the distance of the ejecta rays with a tape 
measure or ruler from the marble and rock

Results and Data Analysis:

Interpretation and Conclusions: 
● The rock makes a longer ejecta ray then the 

marble to the experiment dropped from the same 
distance 

Possible justification:
● The rock is heavier and edged which can make it 

have a greater splash when it the recreation of the 
moon’s surface 

● The marble is smooth and elephant in the way it 
has  and making it leeds ripples of the ejecta rays 
made and or ejecta  blanket
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Ejecta Ray, Ejecta Blanket 

Ejecta Ray = The material being pushed by the impact of the force when hitting 
the moon and pushing the materials out to a distance 

Ejecta Blanket = The impact around the crater that surrounds it after impact like 
a blanket 

● This occurs after the 
asteroid hits the 
moon’s surface  



Data/Graphs 
The measurement of ejecta rays 

x-axis= Trials/Test
y-axis= Inches of how long ejecta rays 

Trials Rock Marble 

1 1.56in 1.71in

2 2.81in 1.83in

3 1.06in 2.01in

4 1.40in 1.79in

5 1.88in 1.32in

6 2.94in 1.69in

7 2.31in 1.63in

8 1.46in 1.91in

9 2.63in 1.59in

10 2.13in 1.88in



Hypothesis 
Variables: Independent, Dependent, Control 

Hypothesis: Considering the moon’s surface assimilation, if you drop a marble to a 
rock at the same height will the ejecta rays from the craters differ in size because the 
marbles are smooth and strong while the rock is sharp edged, which may result in 
longer ejecta rays. 

Variables: independent ~It is the different objects used in the explosion in creating 
the ejecta rays. Those objects being, a smooth marble and a sharp edged small rock

                      dependent ~  The distance of the ejecta rays on the moon’s surface 
from the aftermath of the explosion and impact of the object

controls ~ The same measurements of (plain white flour, cocoa 
powder) to create the moon’s surface



Discussion of Results:

● The ejecta rays distance can be different, described by how the 
different objects creating them and rocks made a greater distance in 
them and that concluded in that

● The marble wasn’t the same distance has the rock because it’s 
ripples were less and didn’t create a huge splash but rather a drop or 
little or no materials ejected from the marble
○ The ejecta rays are based on the impact of the hitting the surface 

and reflecting out
● Rock and Marble are different objects by surface and mass weight 

which can create different effects which is what the ejecta rays are 
○ A rock’s surface is sharp and edged and abnormal that the 

marble smooth clean cut which are important factors in knowing 
the possibilities of the ejecta rays  distance created
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